Aims. We present dense grids of stellar models suitable for comparison with observable quantities measured with great precision, such as those derived from binary systems or planet-hosting stars. Methods. We computed new Geneva models without rotation at metallicities Z = 0.006, 0.01, 0.014, 0.02, 0.03 and 0.04 (i.e. [Fe/H] from −0.33 to +0.54) and with mass in small steps from 0.5 to 3.5 M . Great care was taken in the procedure for interpolating between tracks in order to compute isochrones. Results. Several properties of our grids are presented as a function of stellar mass and metallicity. Those include surface properties in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram, internal properties including mean stellar density, sizes of the convective cores, and global asteroseismic properties. Conclusions. We checked our interpolation procedure and compared interpolated tracks with computed tracks. The deviations are less than 1% in radius and effective temperatures for most of the cases considered. We also checked that the present isochrones provide nice fits to four couples of observed detached binaries and to the observed sequences of the open clusters NGC 3532 and M67. Including atomic diffusion in our models with M < 1.1 M leads to variations in the surface abundances that should be taken into account when comparing with observational data of stars with measured metallicities. For that purpose, iso-Z surf lines are computed. These can be requested for download from a dedicated web page together with tracks at masses and metallicities within the limits covered by the grids. The validity of the relations linking Z and [Fe/H] is also re-assessed in light of the surface abundance variations in low-mass stars.
Introduction
Accurate grids of stellar models at various metallicities remain a basic tool in many areas of astrophysics, such as the study of stellar clusters, of stellar populations, of stellar nucleosynthesis, or of chemical evolution in galaxies. Two observational developments have further strengthened the need for ever more accurate stellar model predictions in recent years. The first concerns the improvements in stellar parameters determination from observations. We can mention in this respect the determination to better than 3% of stellar masses and radii of almost two hundred stars in eclipsing binary systems (Torres et al. 2010 ) or the precise measurement of the characteristics of planet-hosting stars. The second development is related to the advent of large-scale surveys, initiated in the nineties with the EROS, MACHO, OGLE, Hipparcos, or SDSS experiments, to cite only a few. Those surveys provide statistically significant data on millions to tens of millions of stars, and future ones are expected to increase the number of stars by one or two orders of magnitude. We cite in this respect the future Gaia mission, planned for a launch in 2013, which will monitor 1 billion stars in our Galaxy, with distance determinations to better than 1% for about 20 million of them allowing the building of the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram to an unprecedented degree of precision. The Large Scale Synoptic Survey is another example of a future large scalesurvey, which will complement Gaia by, among other goals, observing fainter objects. The start of its operation is planned for the end of this decade.
Significant improvements have been made to the field of stellar modeling since the first extensive grids of Geneva stellar models published about two decades ago (Schaller et al. 1992 , and subsequent papers). They concern the equation of state, atomic diffusion, rotation or the solar abundances, to cite only a few. The impact of their inclusion in our stellar models has been presented in a few papers (e.g. Eggenberger et al. 2010a,b) , justifying the need to update our previous grids of stellar models.
New grids of Geneva models covering stellar masses from 0.8 to 120 M at solar metallicity and computed with and without rotation are presented in a separate paper (Ekström et al. 2011) . In the present paper, we present dense grids of models covering stellar masses from 0.5 to 3.5 M and metallicities from Z = 0.006 to 0.04 with a distribution of points in the massmetallicity plane dense enough to allow an accurate interpolation between computed models, but restricted to models without rotation and to phases from the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) up to the base of the red giant branch (RGB).
The originality of the present study resides mainly in three aspects. First, we use the solar abundances given by Asplund et al. (2005) as initial abundances. Second, we provide tracks for a very dense sampling in initial masses for six metallicities. Third, we construct an interpolation procedure between the tracks, al-N. Mowlavi et al.: Stellar mass and age determinations lowing us to efficiently handle the change in the morphology of the tracks when the mass varies. The paper is divided as follows. Section 2 presents the ingredients of the stellar evolution models and Sect. 3 some general properties of the grids. Section 4 describes the different types of tracks and isochrones constructed from the raw models. A comparison of our model predictions with some observations and with some other tracks available in the literature is presented in Sect. 5. The data made available for download are described in Sect. 6. Conclusions are then drawn in Sect. 7.
Three appendices complete the main body of the paper. Appendix A discusses the relation between the two standard representations of the metallicity, i.e. Z, the mass fraction of all elements heavier than helium, and [Fe/H] , the logarithm of the iron to hydrogen abundance ratio relative to the solar ratio. Appendix B describes the procedure used to construct basic tracks, which consists in a well defined series of stellar models chosen to insure easy interpolations in mass and metallicity. Appendix C describes the construction of isochrones.
Ingredients of the stellar models
The input physics included in the Geneva evolution code is described in detail in Eggenberger et al. (2008) , while the chemistry and nucleosynthesis used for the grids is described in Ekström et al. (2011) . We highlight here only a few points relevant to the present dense grids.
Chemical abundances The adopted initial chemical abundances are indicated in Table 1 (see Appendix A for more details) . For the mixture of the heavy elements, we adopt the ones from Asplund et al. (2005) , except for Ne which we take from Cunha et al. (2006) .
Convection and overshooting
Convective zones are determined with the Schwarzschild criterion. The convective core is extended with an overshoot parameter α ov ≡ d ov /H P of 0.10 for M ≥ 1.7 M . Half of this overshooting, α ov = 0.05 is applied between 1.25 and 1.7 M , where the extent of the convective core, when it exists, is small. If d ov exceeds the dimension of the Schwarzschild core R Sch , then the total extension of the convective core is taken equal to R Sch ×(1+d over /H P ). This procedure avoids having an extension of the core superior to the radius of the initial core. No overshooting is applied below 1.25 M .
The outer convective zone is treated according to the mixing length theory (Böhm-Vitense 1958) , with a solar calibrated value of the mixing-length parameter α MLT ≡ l/H P equal to 1.6467 based on models including atomic diffusion (see below). This low value of the mixing-length parameter directly results from the use of the new solar abundances from Asplund et al. (2005) . It is, however, known that these abundances lead to solar models that reproduce helioseismic constraints in a less satisfactory manner than models using older solar abundances do (see e.g. Basu & Antia 2008 , and references therein).
Atomic diffusion Atomic diffusion due to concentration and thermal gradients is included in the computation of models with initial masses below 1.1 M , following the Chapman-Enskog method (Chapman & Cowling 1970) . We refer to Eggenberger et al. (2008) for more details about the modeling of atomic diffusion in the Geneva evolution code. For masses above about 1.1 M , helium and heavy elements are rapidly drained out of the envelope when only atomic diffusion due to concentration and thermal gradients is included to model those stars (which have a thin convective envelope). This results in surface abundances that are too low compared to observations. Indeed, in those stars, the effects of atomic diffusion due to radiative forces and/or to macroscopic turbulent transport become significant. These effects mainly counteract those of atomic diffusion due to concentration and thermal gradients. Therefore, we assume here that above the (somewhat arbitrary) mass limit of 1.1 M , those models with no atomic diffusion probably better fit the observations. We thus do not include atomic diffusion in stars with a mass equal to or greater than 1.1 M .
Equation of state Models with M ≥ 1.1 M are computed with the general equation of state (EOS) used in the Geneva evolution code that is well suited to massive stars (Schaller et al. 1992) . The computation of reliable models of solar-type stars requires, however, a more specific equation of state, because non ideal effects such as Coulomb interactions become important for lowmass stars. The OPAL EOS (Rogers & Nayfonov 2002 ) is then used for models with initial masses below 1.1 M . We checked that the transition between models with diffusion and the OPAL EOS (M < 1.1 M ) and models without diffusion and with the general EOS (M ≥ 1.1 M ) is smooth in the physical quantities at the center of our models.
Mass loss
No mass loss is applied to our models, which all have M ≤ 3.5 M and are computed only up to the base of the RGB.
Grids properties
Our dense grids of stellar models are computed for initial metallicities Z init and masses M equal to 
where the notation M a [dM] M b stands for a range of masses between M a and M b in steps of dM. Table 1 gives some information on the initial abundances at each metallicity. Section 3.1 summarizes the model predictions in two diagrams relating quantities derivable from observations, namely the classical HR diagram and the log T eff -log ρ/ρ diagram plotting the mean stellar density against effective temperature. Section 3.2 then addresses the onset of convection in the core of intermediate-mass stars, Sect. 3.3 discusses the ages of our models, and Sect. 3.4 briefly presents the effect of atomic diffusion in low-mass models. 
Summary diagrams
Hertzsprung-Russell diagram The HR diagram of our Z init = 0.014 tracks is shown in Fig. 1 , with the ZAMS, the terminal age main sequence (TAMS), and the base of the RGB. The base of the RGB is defined as the point on the post-MS track where the slope of the line connecting the TAMS and the running point on the post-MS tracks starts to increase (see Sect. B.2). Three other reference points chosen on the MS are defined in Sect. 4.1 and used for constructing the basic tracks. Two features are worth noticing in the HR diagram. First, a hook appears at the end of the MS phase in the morphology of the MS tracks at stellar masses above 1.1 M . The filled red and green points locate respectively the red and the subsequent blue turn off points. The hooks lead to a degeneracy in the HR diagram, whereby a given set (L, T eff ) at a given metallicity can correspond to up to three stellar models, each with a different stellar mass. Second, from ZAMS to the red turn-off point (or to the TAMS in the absence of hook), T eff strictly increases with time for masses below 1 M , strictly decreases with time for stellar masses above 1.4 M , and has a decreasing-then-increasing behavior for masses in between those limits. Thick continuous lines denote the location of the ZAMS (hot sides) and of the onset of the RGB (cool sides). Also shown for each of the two metallicity grids are the isochrones at 13.5 Gyr (thick dashed lines on the low-luminosity side).
The area covered by all our models in the HR diagram is shown in Fig. 2 , from Z init = 0.006 (hotter tracks) to 0.04 (cooler tracks). The isochrones at 13.5 Gyr plotted in the figure start on the 0.5 M tracks and remain very close to the ZAMS up to a mass around 0.75 M because very low-mass stars do not evolve much in the time span of 13 Gyr (the MS lifetime of the 0.5 M star ranges between 69 Gyr at Z init = 0.006 and 76 Gyr at Z init = 0.04, much greater than the age of the Universe).
The metallicity dependence of the tracks is shown in Fig. 3 for three stellar masses. The morphology of the tracks at 1.2 M is particularly interesting as it shows a metallicity dependence of the MS hook in the HR diagram due to the sensitivity of the onset of convection to metallicity (see Sect. 3.2) . The tracks in the critical stellar mass range between 1.1 and 1.3 M , where convection sets in in the core of MS stars, are shown in more detail in Fig. 4 for the two extreme metallicities considered in our grids (see discussion in Sect. 3.2).
Effective temperature -mean density diagram The mean density ρ = M/( 4 3 πR 3 ) of a star can be determined with relatively good accuracy in systems hosting exoplanets (e.g. Sozzetti et al. 3, 60 3, 65 3, 70 3, 75 3, 80 3, 85 3, 90 3, 95 4, 00 log Teff 
2007
; Gillon et al. 2009 ). This quantity generally decreases with age for a given star, as shown in Fig. 5 , which displays the tracks followed by the Z init = 0.014 models in the log T eff − log ρ/ρ plane. The range of stellar mean densities and effective temperatures covered by our grids is shown in Fig. 6 for the two extreme metallicities considered here. For the very low-mass stars (M 0.8), however, as in the HR diagram, a portion of the log T eff − log ρ/ρ plane is unreachable within the age of the Universe. The frontier of the realistic region is indicated in Fig. 6 by the 13.5 Gyr isochrones, starting on the 0.5 M tracks close to the ZAMS and ending at the base of the RGB on the 0.9 (at Z init = 0.006) and ∼1 M (at Z init = 0.04) tracks.
Onset of convection in the core
There is a mass limit below which stellar models burn hydrogen radiatively throughout the MS phase, and another mass limit above which the core is convective all through the MS phase. Those mass limits depend on metallicity. For Z init = 0.014 stars, they are ∼1.20 M and ∼1.24 M , respectively. Between those two mass limits, a star may have a convective core at ZAMS that disappears with age and/or a convective core that appears in the middle of the MS, grows thereafter and disappears at the end of the MS. This is seen in Fig. 7 , which displays the evolution of the mass of the convective core in the 1.1 to 1.26 M models as a function of relative time on the MS at three different metallicities. In the 1.20 M model at Z init = 0.014 (middle panel of the figure), for example, a convective core exists at ZAMS and disappears after 0.74 Gyr (when the hydrogen mass fraction at the center of the star, X c , equals 0.61). A convective core then reappears at 1.89 Gyr (X c = 0.22), reaches its maximum growth in mass at 3.79 Gyr (X c = 0.13), and disappears at 4.18 Gyr (X c = 0.015). The MS ends at 4.93 Gyr (X c = 10 −5 ). In the 1.22 M stellar model (MS duration of 4.62 Gyr), the initial convective core disappears at an age of 1.15 Gyr (X c = 0.53), and reappears at 2.25 Gyr (X c = 0.32).
There are two processes at work in making the core unstable against convection. The first process is due to the fusion of He reaction is very energetic (it depends on the 18 th power of temperature at 12 × 10 6 K) leads in those stars to the appearance of a convective core at ZAMS, with a mass that decreases with time as 3 He burns. The core temperatures at ZAMS are shown in Fig. 8 . The lower stellar mass at which the core is convective on the ZAMS corresponds to the beginning of the thick line at the left. It is computed by extrapolation from the mass of the convective core as a function of stellar mass, and is equal to 0.984, 1.055, 1.113, 1.176, 1.215 and 1.236 M at Z init = 0.006, 0.010, 0.014, 0.020, 0.030, and 0.040, respectively. Thus one sees that the minimum mass for having a convective core on the ZAMS increases when the metallicity increases. This comes from the fact that, for a given mass, hydrogen burning occurs at higher temperature when the metallicity decreases (since the luminosity of the star is higher). This will allow the 3 He +
3
He reaction to release a greater amount of energy since the initial abundance of 3 He does not depend (or in a very marginal way, see e.g. Lagarde et al. 2011) metallicity. This favors the appearance of a convective core at lower initial mass at low metallicity.
The second process that makes the central regions of a main sequence star unstable against convection is the high temperature dependence of the CNO burning. It comes into play when the temperature reaches a level high enough for the CNO cycles to outweigh the p-p chains energetically. This occurs for stellar masses higher than about 1.2 M , and is at the origin of the growth of the convective core in the second part of the MS as shown in Fig. 7 . The evolution of the convective core in the models up to 2 M is shown in Fig. 9 . It is only for stellar masses above ∼1.7 M that the mass of the convective core is a strictly decreasing function of time during the whole MS, since the CNO chains are highly efficient from the ZAMS in those stars.
The mass of the convective core is therefore not always a strictly decreasing function of time during the MS. The growth of the convective core with time, especially at stellar masses between 1.2 and 1.25 M , implies mixing of fresh hydrogen from the outer layers into the H-depleting core. The discrete time steps needed to compute evolutionary models result in sudden increases in the hydrogen abundance in the core, leading to discontinuous abundance profiles at its border. These sudden additions of a discrete amount of hydrogen to the core may lead to 'spikes' in the hydrogen mass fraction with time. Figure 10 , which displays the evolution of X c with time, shows that such spikes occur for stellar models in the range 1.20 − 1.24 M . The hydrogen mass fraction in the core of MS stars is thus not necessarily a strictly decreasing function of time either. We add two remarks concerning convective cores in MS models. The first remark concerns the sensitivity of their extent at ZAMS to pre-MS modeling. Morel et al. (2000) performed a study of solar models and compared the evolution of models when the pre-MS phase is accounted for and when it is not. The authors conclude that both sets of models become nearly identical as soon as the nuclear reactions start to work at equilibrium. With the ZAMS defined when X c (H) has decreased by 0.25% in our models (see Sect. 4.1), a value chosen to ensure that nuclear equilibrium is reached for all masses and metallicities in our grids, our MS models are independent of the pre-MS evolution. We also note that with our definition of the ZAMS, our solar track does not have a convective core at ZAMS. The convective core that develops at the early stage of the solar track (see Morel et al. 2000) has exhausted by the time of the ZAMS.
The second remark concerns the sensitivity of the extent of the convective cores on the constitutive physics of the models. Magic et al. (2010) show, for example, how the constitutive physics of the models, such as the extension of the convective core, can reproduce a hook in the critical mass range 1.2 − 1.3 M . The study was done in relation to the open cluster M67, which has a turn-off mass precisely in that mass range and which displays a clear hook in the color-magnitude diagram (CMD). We discuss this case further in Sect. 5 creasing function of stellar mass, mainly due to the increase in stellar luminosity with stellar mass. The time needed to reach the base of the RGB from the TAMS is plotted in the lower panel of Fig. 11 . It amounts to about 30% of t H for models with masses below ∼1.2 M , decreases rapidly above that mass to ∼3% at 1.8 M , and then does so more slowly for more massive stars, reaching ∼2% at 3.5 M .
Main sequence lifetimes
The sensitivity of t H with stellar mass can be analyzed, at any given metallicity, by comparison with the lifetimes at Z init = 0.014. This comparison, shown in Fig. 12 , reveals a maximum sensitivity of t H to Z at stellar masses between 0.8 and 1.5 M . At lower masses, t H becomes less sensitive to Z, since it is almost equal in all 0.5 M models with Z init Z ,init . This is due to the independence of the p-p chain to metals and to the lower sensitivity of the p-p reaction rates to temperature.
The sensitivity of t H with Z is shown in Fig. 13 . The plot confirms the results highlighted above from Fig. 12 , according to which the highest sensitivity is around 1.2 M and the lowest at the smallest mass 0.5 M considered in our grids. The figure reveals, however, a pattern of t H as a function of Z that differs from the pattern found in Mowlavi et al. (1998) (hereafter MMM98) with the old Geneva models. While the 3 M was found by MMM98 to indeed be less sensitive to metallicity than the 1 M models (see their Fig. 5 ), in agreement with the results of this paper, the models at metallicities higher than solar showed a trend of decreasing t H with Z, which is not found in this paper. This results first from the adoption in the present work of the solar metallicity of Asplund et al. (2005) , implying that a given value of Z init /Z ,init corresponds now to a lower value of Z init . In the present work, we therefore never reach the very extreme metallicities explored in MMM98. Second, the slope ∆Y/∆Z = 1.2857 adopted in this paper is a factor of almost two lower than in MMM98. This prevents to have the significant drop of the initial H abundance recorded at high metallicities in MMM98 and which contributed to their decrease of t H with metallicity. Moreover, many physical ingredients have been updated, such as the opacities, some nuclear reaction rates, and the overshooting parameter, which may of course contribute to explaining this difference as well.
In the cases where the mass of the convective core grows with time, the addition of fresh hydrogen naturally increases the main sequence lifetime. The question then arises whether numerical simulations do adequately model this increase. The evolution of the mass of the convective core with time ( Fig. 7) suggests that the global evolution of the convective core during the MS is not affected much by the numerical spikes. It must also be noted that the effective temperature and the surface luminosity of the models are evolving smoothly with time irrespective of the occurrence of spikes. We thus assume that the MS lifetimes are not affected by those spikes. The situation is quite different from what happens during the core helium-burning phase where spikes in the core helium abundance appear in the growing core at a late stage of helium burning, when the mass fraction of helium has decreased below 10%. The spikes at that stage lead to a significant increase in the core helium-burning lifetime, the later becoming sensitive to the numerical parameters adopted in the simulations. We do not expect that difficulty during the MS. 
Surface abundances
Atomic diffusion leads to nonconstant surface abundances with time. In the 1.0 M , Z init = 0.014 model, for example, the surface hydrogen mass fraction X surf increases by about 7% during the main sequence (MS), while that of helium, Y surf , decreases by almost 20%. This is displayed in, respectively, the upper and second panels from the top of seen in the evolution of the surface abundances at stellar masses below 1.0 M , as confirmed in Fig. 14 for the 0.9 and 0.8 M models at Z init = 0.014. The change of the surface metallicity due to diffusion is thus not negligible during the MS phase. Figure 15 further displays the evolution of the surface metallicity during the MS for all our models that include diffusion at Z init = 0.04 (upper panel), 0.014 (middle panel) and 0.006 (lowest panel). The fraction of metal that depletes from the surface owing to atomic diffusion into the deeper layers of the star decreases with increasing metallicity for a given stellar mass, due to the different densities at the base of the convective envelope. As a result, 10 % of the metal mass fraction is depleted by the end of the MS in the 1 M model at Z init = 0.04, and 20 % at 0.006.
Global asteroseismic quantities
By providing a wealth of information on the internal structure of the Sun, the solar five-minute oscillations stimulated various attempts to obtain similar observations for other stars. These past years, a growing number of detections of solar-like oscillations have been obtained for different kinds of stars by ground-based spectrographs and space missions. Scaling relations relating asteroseismic parameters to global stellar properties are largely used to analyze these data. These global asteroseismic quantitites are indeed of great help to constrain stellar parameters and to obtain thereby new information about stellar evolution without the need to perform a full asteroseismic analysis (see e.g. Stello et al. 2009b; Miglio et al. 2009; Chaplin et al. 2011b) . In this section, we provide some asteroseismic properties of our models that can be directly computed from -the large frequency separation ∆ν that is proportional to the square root of the mean density of the star (e.g. Ulrich 1986):
with ∆ν = 134.9 µHz (Chaplin et al. 2011a );
-the frequency ν max at the peak of the power envelope of the oscillations where the modes exhibit their strongest amplitudes, given by (Brown et al. 1991; Kjeldsen & Bedding 1995) :
with ν max, = 3150 µHz (Chaplin et al. 2011a );
-and the maximum oscillation amplitude A max (e.g. Chaplin et al. 2011a) : where the solar value A max, of the maximum oscillation amplitude depends on the instrument used to measure the oscillations. For the Kepler mission, for example, A max, ≈ 2.5 ppm (Chaplin et al. 2011a) . Following Kjeldsen & Bedding (1995) we adopt r = 2 and take s = 0.838 and t = 1.32 from Huber et al. (2011) .
We do not test here the validity of the scaling relations 2 to 4, but simply assume that these relations hold for the different masses and metallicities computed for these grids.
The asteroseismic data of our grids are summarized in the top panels of Figs. 16 to 18. Figure 16 displays ∆ν/ν max , Fig. 17 log ∆ν and Fig. 18 A max /A max, , all three versus log(ν max ). The oscillation frequencies and the large frequency separation decrease during the evolution of the stars, as expected from the decrease inof their mean density (cf. Fig. 5 ), while the amplitude of their oscillation increases.
The MS tracks are seen to obey an almost linear relation in each of the three figures. Suggested linear relations are shown by the dashed lines in the top panels of the figures. The residuals of the tracks with respect to that linear relation are shown in the bottom panels. In the [log(ν max ), ∆ν/ν max ] plane (Fig. 16) , the linear relation is constructed based on the ZAMS and the point of first hook of the 3.5 M star. It is given by ∆ν / ν max = 0.128 − 0.0241 log(ν max ) .
The coefficients of this relation vary only slightly with metallicity, the relation being ∆ν / ν max = 0.133 − 0.0249 log(ν max ) at Z init = 0.006 and ∆ν / ν max = 0.124 − 0.0235 log(ν max ) at Z init = 0.04. In the [log(ν max ), log(∆ν)] plane (Fig. 17) , we adopt a linear relation with a slope of 0.77 as derived observationally (Stello et al. 2009a ) and passing through the ZAMS of the 1.1 M track. The residuals displayed in the bottom panel of Fig. 17 show very good agreement with our predictions. Our models actually predict a slope of 0.74 for the MS track of the 0.5 and 1.1 M , and a larger slope of 0.82 for the MS track of the 3.5 M .
In the [log(ν max ), A max /A max, ] plane, the linear relation is constructed based on the ZAMS and the TAMS of the 0.5 M . It is given by log(A max /A max, ) = 3.072 − 0.8734 log(ν max ) .
The coefficients of this relation vary only slightly with metallicity as well. The relation is log(A max /A max, ) = 3.111 − 0.8789 log(ν max ) at Z init = 0.006 and log(A max /A max, ) = 3.037 − 0.8704 log(ν max ) at Z init = 0.04.
From tracks to isochrones
We computed 234 raw tracks of evolutionary model, one for each {Z init , M} couple taken from the list (1). The raw tracks start with an initial model close to the ZAMS and stop when the stellar model reaches the base of the RGB. The time steps between two successive models in each sequence are chosen to ensure good modeling of both the chemical (nucleosynthesis and atomic diffusion) and physical evolution. They vary with mass, metallicity and stage of evolution of the stellar models. In practice, for computing isochrones, we use tracks, hereafter called basic tracks, described by fewer models than those defining the raw tracks. The models in the basic tracks are chosen in order to ensure reliable interpolation in mass or in metallicity between them. Interpolations are necessitated because, in order to compute isochrones, we need to construct tracks for initial masses (and metallicities) that are not among the 234 raw tracks. Besides this, these interpolations have to be made between models that are at equivalent evolutionary stages. By this, we mean models that are either at the same evolutionary stage (for instance, the same mass fraction of hydrogen in the center or at the same relative time) or at the same position in the HR diagram (for instance, at the red turn off). We construct in this way 234 basic tracks, each consisting of 601 well chosen stellar models. In each basic track, the models with the same numbering are all equivalent, in the sense defined above. Each basic track is identified by a combination {Z init , M} taken from (1).
As explained above, evolutionary tracks at a {Z init , M} couple not available in the set of basic tracks can be computed by interpolating among basic tracks. They are thus not stored in files, but can be computed on demand through the web page (see below). They are called interpolated tracks.
In addition to the evolutionary tracks, we also construct lines in the HR diagram linking models of equal initial mass, having different initial metallicities and ages, but showing equal surface abundances. We call these lines iso-Z surf lines. Each iso-Z surf line is identified by a pair {Z surf , M}.
Finally, to be complete, we recall that isochrones are lines linking models having the same age and initial metallicity. They are identified by a couple {Z init , age}. The basic tracks, interpolated tracks, iso-Z surf lines and isochrones are respectively described in Sects. 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4. 
Basic tracks
Basic evolutionary tracks are constructed from the raw evolutionary tracks by first identifying reference points on each track in the log R − log L diagram, and then defining 'equivalent' models by regularly distributing them between the reference points. We refer to Appendix B for a detailed description of the reference points.
The ZAMS is defined at the time when X c (H) has decreased by 0.25% at the center of the star. It ensures that the models have reached a gravitationally stable configuration. This is shown in Fig. 19 , which displays, among other quantities, the evolution of the stellar radius (second panel from bottom) and of the central temperature (third panel from bottom) as a function of the fraction of central H burned in the case of Z init = 0.04 models. The equilibrium state is reached at an even earlier stage of H burning in the grids of lower metallicities.
The time taken by our initial models to reach the ZAMS amounts to 0.1 to 0.6% of the MS durations, depending on the mass of the star 1 . By that time, the mass fractions of some nuclides have already been substantially modified in their core. Most noticeable is 3 He, the evolution of which, at the center of the stars, is shown in Fig. 19 (top panel) for selected stellar masses. 3 He is produced by deuterium burning during the pre-MS phase in all our stars, but is destroyed in more massive, hotter stars through 3 He + 3 He. The net result, at the time of ZAMS, is an enrichment of 3 He, with respect to its initial abundance, in the core of stars less massive than 1.1 M and a depletion in stars more massive than this mass. During the MS phase, the evolution of 3 He is dictated by the pp chain. The ages of our models are taken relative to the initial models. The ages at ZAMS are thus not zero, but reflect the time necessary for the initial models to get to thermal equilibrium and burn 0.25% of hydrogen in their core (see Sect. 3.2 for further discussion). The ZAMS model of our solar track, for example, has an age of 190 million years, and it takes an extra 4.36 billion years for the ZAMS model to reach solar luminosity, resulting in an age of the solar model of 4.56 × 10 9 yr. The TAMS is set at the time when X c (H) has decreased to 10 −5 . Three reference points are further identified along the MS tracks to locate 'homologous points' that have comparable evo- lutionary states. Those reference points are important to ensure easy interpolation between homologous points at different masses and metallicities. Their definition is arbitrary to some extent, and varies from one author to another depending on the characteristics of the grids and their expected usage. The central abundances of H and He and the morphology of the tracks in the HR diagram tend to be used for the identification of those reference points (e.g. Schaller et al. 1992; Bergbusch & Vandenberg 1992; Ekström et al. 2011) . In this work, we adopt a slightly modified procedure that takes the morphology of the tracks in the log R − log L diagram into account. This is made necessary by the diversity of morphologies of the tracks in the HR diagram in the mass range considered in our grids. The procedure is detailed in Appendix B. Two reference points are related to the hooks observed in this diagram (as well as in the HR diagram) for M 2.5 M , and one reference point is set between the ZAMS and the first turn off point (see Appendix B). Finally, the last model in our tracks is located at the base of the RGB, after the star has crossed the HR diagram. Six reference points are thus defined: the ZAMS, the three reference points in the MS, the TAMS, and the base of the RGB. Their locations in the HR diagram are illustrated in Fig. 1 for the Z init = 0.014 grid. They define five intervals of time, four in the MS and one in the post-MS.
The basic tracks are then constructed by choosing {100, 100, 100, 80, 220} models in the five respective time intervals 2 defined by the reference points, plus one model at the base of the RGB. The models are distributed linearly in age in the first two intervals on the MS, in log X c (H) in the last two intervals on the MS, and linearly in age in the post-MS interval. Each basic track thus contains 601 points. The reason X c (H) cannot be used in all MS intervals is that the hydrogen abundance in the core is not a monotonically decreasing function of time in all models (see Appendix B).
Interpolated tracks
Evolutionary tracks at {Z init ,M} couples not available in the basic tracks are interpolated, on demand, from the basic tracks. The interpolation is done in two steps. Tracks are first interpolated in metallicity: the two consecutive metallicities Z init,a and Z init,b of our grids that encompass the requested Z init (i.e. Z init,a ≤ Z init ≤ Z init,b ) and the two consecutive masses M a and M b in the grids that encompass the requested M (i.e. M a ≤ M ≤ M b ) are identified and interpolated in Z init to construct tracks at (Z init , M a ) and (Z init , M b ). These tracks are then interpolated in mass to obtain the requested evolutionary track at (Z init , M). The interpolation procedure ultimately reduces to interpolating between equivalent models from basic tracks, where the interpolation quantity is either mass or metallicity. Interpolation of stellar quantities between two models is performed in logarithm for the metallicity, mass, effective temperature, surface luminosity and abundance mass fractions, and linearly for the age. To evaluate the accuracy of the interpolation procedure, we construct, for each basic track i of mass M i , a track i interpolated at mass M i from the adjacent tracks i − 1 and i + 1, and compare the interpolated track to the basic track. Figure 20 compares the basic and interpolated tracks for the MS phase of Z init = 0.014 models in the mass range where the morphology of the tracks varies the most from one track to the next. Three regions are seen to be more sensitive to interpolation. The first is for masses between 1.6 and 1.7 M , where the amplitude of overshooting is increased (see Sect. 2), leading to longer MS tracks. The second region concerns masses between 1.18 and 1.26 M , where the interpolation inaccuracy results from the transition between purely radiative MS core models at low masses to fully convective core MS models at high masses. This difficulty is partially palliated by the higher density of the tracks between 1.1 and 1.3 M in our grids. And the third region concerns lower mass stars, especially between 0.6 and 0.8 M . Figure 21 shows the deviation of the stellar radius, effective temperature and age (all quantities in log) of the models between the basic and interpolated tracks. The deviations are seen to be less than 1% in radius and 0.5% in effective temperature for most of the interpolated models, and 5% in age, with a maximum deviation of 2.6, 1.3, and 7.8 % encountered for R, T eff , and t, respectively, in any of the Z init = 0.014 interpolated models. In practice, a track interpolated in our grids has an even better accuracy than those results since the interpolation is done between two successive tracks of a grid rather than between one every two tracks of the grid.
A similar analysis, but in metallicity, is displayed in Fig. 22 . It shows that our dense grids lead to a very good interpolation in metallicity. This good interpolation accuracy holds true at all metallicities considered in our grids.
Finally, we tested how accurately the radius, effective temperature, and age can be obtained at any given point in the log T eff -log R diagram without interpolation, but by considering the closest basic track in that diagram. The accuracies reach values as high as 11, 4.3, and 23% for R, T eff , and the age, respectively, which are at least three to four times worse than with interpolation. Using interpolated tracks is thus strongly recommended.
Iso-Z surf lines
The change in surface abundances with time in models including atomic diffusion (see Sect. 3.4) implies that the measured metallicity at the surface of a star may be lower than its initial metallicity. The distinction between surface and initial metallicities in models including diffusion has already been stressed in the literature, for example in relation with MS fitting of subdwarfs (e.g. Morel & Baglin 1999; Lebreton et al. 1999; Salaris et al. 2000) , binary stars fitting (e.g. Lebreton et al. 1999) , and globular cluster distance and ∆Y/∆Z determinations (e.g. Salaris et al. 2000) . We stress in this respect that our solar track at Z init = 0.014 corresponds to [Fe/H] init = +0.048 and not [Fe/H] init = 0.00. In this case, to determine the age and the mass of a star from its observed position in the HR diagram, it may be erroneous to use tracks computed with an initial metallicity corresponding to that measured at its surface. A way to circumvent this difficulty is to use lines in the HR diagram that link models of equal initial mass, having different initial metallicities and ages, and showing equal surface abundances. We call these lines iso-Z surf lines. By searching the values of the initial mass passing through the observed positions, it is possible to determine the initial mass, the initial metallicity, and the age of the star. Figure 23 illustrates iso-Z surf lines at Z surf = 0.014 at three stellar masses, as well as the corresponding evolutionary tracks at Z init = 0.014 and 0.020 from which they are constructed. The ZAMS models of the iso-Z surf lines are identical to the evolutionary tracks at Z init = Z surf . Evolved models on the MS of the iso-Z surf lines then deviate from the evolutionary tracks. In the post-MS phase, the iso-Z surf models come back close to the evolutionary models at Z init = Z surf as the surface chemical elements are mixed again with the deep layers due to the deepening of the convective envelope.
Iso-Z surf lines are, of course, not evolutionary tracks. In particular, the ages of the models in an iso-Z surf line do not necessarily increase with model number. This is illustrated in Fig. 24 , which displays the iso-Z surf track at 1.0 M and Z surf = 0.014. The models in the post-MS phase are seen to have an age that decreases towards the end of the track, getting back close to the ages of the evolutionary track at Z init = 0.014.
Isochrones
Isochrones consist of a succession of models all having the same age and initial metallicity, but with increasing initial stellar 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Age ( Examples of Z init = 0.014 isochrones between 0.5 and 8 Gyr are shown in Fig. 25 . They are computed from the basic tracks by taking care to adequately reproduce the hooks at the end of the MS. The details of an isochrone construction procedure are given in Appendix C. We note that the 4.0 Gyr isochrone presents more than two hooks in the HR diagram. This is related to the development of the convective core, as explained in the appendix. 
Comparison with observations and other grids
In this section, we compare our models with observations of several binary systems (Sect. 5.1), with two open clusters (Sect. 5.2) and with some stellar grids from the literature (Sect. 5.3).
Comparison with binary systems
Data from detached binary systems provide unique opportunities to test predictions of stellar evolution models. We display in Fig. 26 the masses and radii of binary stars from Torres et al. (2010) and Kraus et al. (2011) that have masses less than 1.1 M . We plot in the same figure isochrones from our grids at several ages and metallicities. They encompass well the range of masses and radii observed in binary stars for masses above 0.7 M . For lower mass stars, however, the models predict radii that are bigger than what is measured, a conclusion already stressed by Kraus et al. (2011) when comparing their measurements with predictions of low-mass star models from Baraffe et al. (1998) . Kraus et al. (2011) attribute this discrepancy to the possibility that short-period systems are "inflated by the influence of the close companion, most likely because they are tidally locked into very high rotation speeds that enhance activity and inhibit convection".
Figures 27 and 28 display four of the binary systems listed by Torres et al. (2010) in more details, two with masses below 1.0 M (Fig. 27) and two with masses around 1.4 M . The positions of the eight stars are shown in both the mass-radius plane (upper panels) and the HR diagram (lower panels). Visual isochrone fits to each of the four systems are also shown. Figure 27 shows the four stars of binary systems 90 (RW Lac +TYC 3629-740-1) and 91 (HS Aur + BD+47 1350) of Torres et al. (2010) . According to these authors, the metallicity of those systems is unknown and their age estimated to be around 10 Gyr for both systems. Our isochrones confirm that both systems have a similar age, of log(age) 10.05. According to our models, RW Lac and TYC 3629-740-1 would be born with Figure 28 shows the four stars of binary systems 64 (V570 Per + HD 19457) and 65 (CD Tau + HD 34335) of Torres et al. (2010) . The authors quote an almost solar metallicity for V570 Per ([Fe/H] = +0.01 ± 0.03) and over-solar for CD Tau ([Fe/H] = +0.08 ± 0.15), and log ages of 8.8 and 9.5, respectively. We get higher metallicity estimates, of [Fe/H] = +0.08 (Z = 0.015) for V570 Per and [Fe/H] = +0.30 (Z = 0.024) for CD Tau. We also get slightly larger ages, with log(age) = 9.09 and 9.42, respectively.
A deeper analysis should, however, be done to evaluate the range of metallicities and ages predicted by our grids compatible with the error bars on the masses, radii, T eff , and log L of those stars. This is outside the scope of this article and should be the object of a separate study. These comparisons are, however, quite encouraging and indicate that reasonable solutions can be obtained.
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Comparison with open clusters
We also tested our isochrones on two open clusters. The first one is NGC 3532. With an age estimated at 300 Myr (Clem et al. 2011) , it allows our models to be checked at the higher mass range of our grids. The data collected by Clem et al. (2011) are plotted in Fig. 29 for all stars with M V below 6 mag. Our The second cluster is M67. Its turn-off mass of about 1.28 M makes this cluster particularly attractive for comparison with isochrone predictions. It displays a clear hook in the CMD (see Fig. 30 ). VandenBerg et al. (2007) claims that stellar models with the new solar composition have difficulties in predicting this hook, while Magic et al. (2010) stress the sensitivity of the hook on the constitutive physics of the models. In Fig. 30 , we show a matching 4.1 Gyr isochrone from our models. We take (m − M) V = 9.72 from Sandquist (2004) and E(B−V) = 0.04 from Sarajedini et al. (1999) . The adopted metallicity, [Fe/H] = +0.10, agrees with recent abundance determinations for this cluster of +0.03±0.07 by Friel et al. (2010) and +0.05±0.02(±0.10) by Pancino et al. (2010) .
As for the case of the binaries discussed in Sect. 5.1, the relatively good matches obtained here are encouraging, but a deeper analysis should be done to explore the range of cluster parameters that lead to isochrones compatible with their CMDs, a task beyond the scope of this article.
Comparison with other grids
We compare in the HR diagram (Fig. 31) a selection of our solar metallicity tracks with three sets of models from the literature:
-the older Geneva tracks (Schaller et al. 1992) . Those used old solar abundances, had an overshooting parameter of α ov = 0.20, and did not include diffusion; -the tracks by Girardi et al. (2000) without overshooting. Those use old solar abundances and did not include diffusion; -the Yonsei-Yale tracks (Demarque et al. 2004) . Those use the old solar abundances, include overshooting with α ov = 0.20 and use diffusion. It must be noted that their Z = 0.02 models, displayed in Fig. 31 , have not been calibrated to the Sun. It is their models at Z = 0.0181 that have been calibrated to the Sun, see Yi et al. (2001) . This explains their redder 1.0 M track in Fig. 31 compared to the three other 1.0 M tracks.
It is of course difficult to compare in detail the tracks from different authors given the differences in the constitutive physics and chemistry. We can nevertheless draw some general conclusions by comparison with our grids. Above 1.2 M , the main parameter differentiating the tracks is the overshooting parameter. The higher value of this parameter in the old Geneva and in the Yonsei-Yale models with respect to our models leads to wider MS tracks. The 1992 Geneva models were computed with α ov = 0.20 in order to reproduce the observed width of the MS in the HR diagram. Since then, rotation is known to also contribute to broadening the MS width (Talon et al. 1997) . Our nonrotating models with moderate overshooting of α ov = 0.10, representative of slowly rotating stars, thus leads to narrower MS widths. For illustration purposes, we also show in Fig. 31 tracks computed with no overshooting by Girardi et al. (2000) . They show a narrower MS, compatible with the explanation given here.
For masses below solar, the redder models displayed by our 0.8 M track compared to the older Geneva models and to the ones from Girardi et al. (2000) mainly come from including of atomic diffusion in our models, a process neglected in the two other works. The 0.8 M track of Demarque et al. (2004) , who do include helium diffusion in their calculations, is also redder than the tracks of the old Geneva models and of Girardi et al. (2000) , supporting our results with diffusion. It is however not possible to compare our models in detail with those of Demarque et al. (2004) because of the differences in both the constitutive physics and chemical composition.
Data access
Basic and interpolated tracks, as well as iso-Z surf lines, will be made available for download on our web site 3 . Each downloaded file corresponds to either a given metallicity (for basic and interpolated tracks and for isochrones) or a given surface metallicity (for iso-Z surf lines), and contains as many tracks as the number of stellar masses requested by the user. An extract of the file is given in Table 2 . It contains a file header that indicates the number of tracks included in the file, and then lists the different tracks one after the other. For each track, a track header first summarizes general information on the track. Those are -the type of track (in the example given in Table 2 , it is a basic track); -the metallicity, either Z init or Z surf depending on the type of track; -the age or the stellar mass of the track, depending on whether it is an isochrone or not; -the number of models in the track; -the model indexes of the reference points in the track. The reference points define phases in the following way: -phase 20: starts at the ZAMS, -phase 21: starts at the second (after ZAMS) reference point on the MS, -phase 22: starts at the third reference point, which corresponds to the occurrence of the first turn-off point on the MS or to the equivalent point if there is no hook, -phase 23: starts at the fourth reference point, which corresponds to the occurrence of the second turn-off point on the MS, or to the equivalent point if there is no hook, -phase 30: starts at the TAMS, -phase 31: base of the red giant branch.
The data of the models are then listed, one line per model. For each model, we give, ordered by column: 
Conclusions
The new grids of stellar models presented in this paper cover a dense distribution of masses between 0.5 and 3.5 M and metallicities Z init between 0.006 and 0.04, corresponding to [Fe/H] = −0.33 to +0.54. The high density of tracks in mass and metallicity allows obtaining reliable interpolated tracks for pairs of values (Z init , M) that have not been computed. We estimated from the checks presented in Sect. 4 that the dense grids lead to interpolation accuracies lower than one percent for most of the models for R eff and T eff , and better than five percent for the age of most of the interpolated models (Sect. 4.2) . This precision is required to test them against modern highquality observational data.
Including of atomic diffusion in our models with M < 1.1 M leads to variations in the surface abundances that should be taken into account when comparing with observational data of stars with measured metallicities. For that purpose, iso-Z surf lines are computed. Due to these variations in the surface abundances, the relations linking Z and [Fe/H] (Appendix A) become inaccurate in low-mass stars to about 5 %.
In the transition mass range 1.15 − 1.25 M , isochrones may display more than two hooks in the HR diagram as a result of the development of the convective core in the MS phase. The exact morphology of the isochrone may depend on the numerical treatment of convection. At solar metallicity, this transition mass range corresponds to ages between 3.8 and 4.2 Gyr.
The basic tracks are available for download at http://obswww.unige.ch/Recherche/evol/-Base-de-donnees-. An interface will also be added to compute and download interpolated tracks, iso-Z surf lines and isochrones, on demand, within the limits of the parameters space of our grids.
Second, we assume a constant X(Fe)/Z ratio throughout the evolution of the Galaxy, i.e we neglect enhancement of α elements. We then have, for all Z,
Transformation relations between [Fe/H] init and Z init result from assumptions A.2 and A.3:
With the values adopted in this paper (Y 0 = 0.248, ∆Y/∆Z = 1.2857 and Z /X =0.0174), Eqs. A.4 become:
It is important to keep in mind that Eqs. A.4 and A.5 relate to abundances at the time of star formation. In our grids, these relations are also valid during the MS and post-MS models for stars equal or more massive than 1.1 M . For stars less massive than 1.1 M , however, these relations are no more valid because they do not take into account the alteration with time of the surface abundances due to atomic diffusion. For example, the solar model in our grids, obtained when the Z init = 0.014, 1.0 M model has reached the solar luminosity and radius at the age of 4.57 Gyr, predicts surface abundances equal to X = 0.7524, Y = 0.2346, Z = 0.0131, and Z /X = 0.0174, in agreement with observations. With this value for Z at the surface of the Sun today, however, Eq. A.5 predicts a value for [Fe/H] of 0.018. This is obviously wrong as, by definition, [Fe/H] = 0.0. The error comes from the use of Eq. A.5, which does not include the effect of atomic diffusion during the past 4.57 Gyr evolution of the solar model. The effect is seen to amount to ∼ 2% on [Fe/H] for the Sun, and is expected to amount to at most ∼5% for the other low-mass models (see Fig. 14) . Within this precision, Eqs. A.4 and A.5 can be used for all cases. To better cope with these different morphologies on the MS, we shift from the HR diagram to the log R − log L plane. This removes the first complexity because the stellar radius is always a strictly increasing function of time from the ZAMS up to the first loop, if existent, as illustrated in Fig. B.2 . For constructing the basic tracks we use the morphologies in the log R − log L plane. For masses lower than 1.2 M , the technique fails because there is no deflection point on the MS tracks in the log R − log L due to the absence of a convective core. For those low mass stars, the three reference points are taken at fixed values of X c (H) based on the values found at the higher mass stars. 
B.1.2. Reference points in the log
R − log L diagram
B.1.3. Basic MS tracks
Once the reference points are defined on the MS, basic tracks are constructed by distributing a fixed number of models between the reference points. The distribution is done regularly in age in the first two intervals (i.e. between ZAMS and the first reference point and between the first and second reference points) and regularly in log X c (H) between the two remaining intervals (i.e. between the second and third reference points and between the third reference point and the TAMS). A regular distribution in log X c (H) cannot be done before the first turning point because the hydrogen mass fraction in the core is not a monotonically decreasing function of time for all masses.
B.2. Post-main sequence
The construction of the basic tracks during the post-MS phase is easier to perform than that of the MS. We locate the base of the RGB with a technique similar as the one used to locate the turn off points on the MS. For that purpose, we use the angle between the X-axis in the log R − log L plane and the line connecting the TAMS and the running point on the post-MS track. The base of the RGB is located at the point where this angle starts to increase. We then distribute a fixed number of models between the TAMS and that reference point at the base of the RGB, regularly spaced in age. The age of models at index 200, for example, is decreasing with increasing mass for all masses except when passing from 1.18 to 1.20 M and again when passing from 1.24 to 1.26 M . The former case corresponds to the mass range at which a convective core appears in the middle-to-end of the MS, and the latter case to the mass range at which the convective core settles during the whole MS phase (see Fig. 7 ).
We therefore proceed differently. At the given metallicity, we compute a very dense grid of models by interpolating in the basic tracks with a mass step that depends on the evolutionary stage. We take mass steps of 0.01 M between the ZAMS and the second MS reference point, 0.005 M between the second and third reference points, 0.0005 M between the third and fourth, 0.0001 M between the fourth reference point and the TAMS, and 0.0005 M in the post-MS phase. We then interpolate in each track of this dense grid to obtain a model at the requested age, and add it to the isochrone. The resulting isochrone obtained at 1 Gyr is displayed in Fig. C.2 . The issue mentioned above related to the development of the convective core during the MS does impact the morphology of isochrones that have their MS hooks at stellar masses between 1.18 and 1.26 M . At Z init = 0.014, it occurs for isochrones around 4 Gyr, shown in Fig. C.3 . The 4 Gyr isochrone clearly displays the signature of the appearance of the convective core in the middle of the MS at stellar masses between 1.18 and 1.20 M and of the propagation of the convective core to the whole MS at stellar masses between 1.24 and 1.26 M . These effect of the development of the convective core on the morphology of the isochrones is limited to ages within 200 million years around 4.0 Gyr. The isochrones at 3.7 and 4.3 Gyr, for example, are seen in Fig. C.3 to display a normal behavior, the former with the two hooks characteristic of more massive stars and the latter with no hook characteristic of lower mass stars.
